How to install your
Cordless Roman Blind
#65101-50725-D

Required Tools
measuring tape
drill with 2mm bit
phillips bit or screwdriver
pencil
knife

Included Hardware
The hardware can be found in the end of every box.

Installation Brackets

Installing inside the window frame...
- At top of window frame, measure 89mm in from each end and 34mm back from the front of the window frame, mark with a pencil; this is where the screw will go for the outer brackets.
- We recommend drilling pilot holes for the screws using a 2mm bit.
- Fix the brackets into position using 1 long screw for each bracket.
- If more brackets are supplied; on the blind accurately measure from centre of first bracket to centre of the next bracket and mark the same distance on window frame.

Installing outside the window frame...
- Measure 89mm in from top left and top right of where the blind will sit (normally edge of architrave) and mark where the screws will go.
- We recommend using a spirit level to align brackets if not installing on the architrave.
- We recommend drilling pilot holes for the screws using a 2mm bit.
- Fix the brackets into position using 2 long screws for each bracket.
- If more brackets are supplied; on the blind accurately measure from centre of first bracket to centre of the next bracket and mark the same distance on window frame.

Valance Returns (inside mount only)
- Attach the valance return to the ends of the blind using the Velcro patches.

Install Blind
- Slide blind backwards into position ensuring all brackets meet snugly.
- Note the blind click into place.

Great Job... Enjoy your new Veneta Blinds!
How to operate and maintain your Cordless Roman Blind

Operating your Blind

- Lower your new Roman blind to the desired position by gently pulling down on the fabric handle located at the back of the blind.
- To raise the blind, gently pull down on the fabric handle for a short distance to unlock the spring and the blind will then rise automatically.
- Note: To ensure long-term performance of your blind, always grab the blind handle when operating the blind. The handle is located at the back of the blind. Do not grab the bottom of the blind.

Maintaining your Blind

1 Dusting

- Dust can be removed using a feather duster or vacuum with brush attachment on low suction.

2 Spot Cleaning

- Use a warm damp cloth or a mild detergent for tougher stains.
- Dab the affected area, but do not rub the fabric. Finish with just a warm damp cloth.
- Allow the fabric to dry in the lowered position.

Feedback?

We would love to know how you went with your installation...

Please write a review on our website at...

www.venetablinds.com.au

Need HELP?

Customer Service

1300 836 382

“the best compliment you can give is a referral”